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Next Meeting

10:00 AM Dec 11
Hybrid -In Person / ZOOM

Presentation

Upcoming Events
• Jan 08: Next Chapter
Meeting 10 AM
• Dec 18: Wreaths
Across America –
Lakeview Cem 9am

(continued pg2)

Annual Membership Dues are now being collected to renew your SAR membership. You will
receive and email from our Chapter Treasurer regarding the amount. Dues collections are between
Sept 1 and Dec 18.
Seattle SAR
PO Box 99627
Seattle Wa, 98139

President’s Message Continued (From pg 1)

I am thankful that we have a great line up of incoming chapter officers and board members. I look
forward to the exciting things they will bring to the Seattle Chapter in the coming year.
In these recent weeks surrounding the Thanksgiving Holiday I found myself reflecting on people I am
lucky to know through the SAR. I am also grateful for the opportunity to serve you and the WASSAR
for the last two years as chapter President. I’m fortunate to be able to work with and get to know
personally some AMAZING board members, and I personally thank you all. Our Seattle Chapter has
continued to thrive during the pandemic with timely and engaging correspondence by Secretary Stuart
Webber, the infallible stewardship of our finances by Treasurer George Hanson, the amazing support
and direction to new members by Registrar/Genealogist Neil Vernon, the dedication of Historian Allan
Wenzel and Chaplain David Richardson, and talk about putting a stake in the ground: shout-out to Vice
President Tim Zenk for landing a physical venue at Aurora Borealis for us to meet again!!
The Seattle Chapter without our fantastic newsletter The Needle News, Seattle SAR Webpage, and
Color Guard is just a bunch of…well…more like a boat without a rudder. Stefan Kovalenko has done a
great job of improving our web presence. We can’t thank you enough Neil Vernon for publishing our
Needle News and leading our Color Guard, which is what I call “the face of the SAR”! As always, we
like to hear from ALL MEMBERS when you have suggestions for a program, a presentation or speaker,
for the newsletter and other ways your chapter can continue to serve you. If you have thoughts or
suggestions, if you have photos or an article for our newsletter or website you'd like to contribute,
please contact us at trdba@yahool.com, stefan@seattlesar.org, or grantrau@hotmail.com.
I look forward to the holiday season, despite the dark and shortest days of the year! The New Year is
fast approaching, so stay safe and healthy, and I will see you (on Zoom or...) at our next in-person
meeting at Aurora Borealis!
Grant R. Rauzi
President, Seattle Chapter
Sons of the American Revolution
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Meeting Minutes
Sons of the American Revolution
Seattle Chapter
Minutes—November 13, 2021
Called to Order at 9 am, in-person meeting at Aurora Borealis. Sixteen people attended:
Chapter Officers:
President Grant Rauzi
1st VP: Tim Zenk
Secretary: Stuart Webber
Trustee #1/Registrar Neil Vernon
Trustee #2 Stefan Kovalenko
Chaplain: David Richardson

Compatriots:
Tony Abbot (via Zoom)
John Korn
Keith Weissinger
Andrew Thomas
Gregory Faherty
Viren Lemmer

Guests: Louise Korn, Chris Grabowski, Richard Seeder, Stan Granberg
The meeting was called to order at 10am. The Color Guard posted the colors. The invocation was led by
Chaplain Richardson, and the Pledge of Allegiance was led by President Rauzi. 1st Vice President Zenk led the
American’s Creed, and Trustee Kovalenko led the SAR Pledge.
President Rauzi also introduced state officers, including Neil Vernon, who serves as Color Guard Commander;
WASSAR President Keith Weissinger, Stefan Kovalenko, who serves in several state roles; and Viren Lemmer,
Washington State National Trustee.
Each attendee introduced themselves and recalled a Patriot Ancestor.
Presentations:
Registrar Vernon gave an interesting presentation concerning the 100th Anniversary of the Tomb of the
Unknown.
President Rauzi showed the Missing Man Table and explained the symbolism.
State President Weissinger encouraged chapter compatriots to attend the WASSAR conference, which will be
held on April 8-9, 2022 in Vancouver. He said there will be interesting presentations and time for socializing at
the event, which should make it enjoyable.
Awards and Inductions:
Two new members were inducted into SAR. They were Andrew Thomas and Greg Faherty, who were warmly
welcomed by Seattle compatriots.
Robert Korn was presented with an award for his participation in a flag retirement ceremony.
The chapter also recognized veterans who attended the chapter meeting.
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Reports:
The meeting minutes for the October 9, 2021 meeting were approved without any changes.
The treasurer’s report was also reviewed. Approximately half of chapter compatriots have paid dues for the
next year. We were encouraged to pay dues before December 1, so the chapter can pay its dues to the state by
our deadline.
Registrar Vernon said there are five new applications pending at national, five supplementals pending at
national, and there are two supplementals in process.
Business:
President Rauzzi said the chapter has been asked by WASSAR to purchase 30 challenge coins, which cost
approximately $6.10 each. The chapter voted to authorize spending up to $200 for 30 challenge coins, which
the chapter can use as it sees fit.
Rauzi also said the Knight Essay contest for 2022 has begun, and he would like a volunteer from the chapter to
oversee that activity.
Nominating Committee: Stefan Kovalenko reported for the committee, and said they have made the following
recommendations: President--Grant Rauzi; 1st VP-- Tim Zenk; Secretary—Stuart Webber; Treasurer—George
Hanson; Registrar—Neil Vernon; Historian—Allen Wenzel; Chaplain—David Richardson; Trustee #1—Neil
Vernon; Trustee #2--Stefan Kovalenko. The position of 2nd VP remains unfilled.
Our next meeting is scheduled to be held on Saturday, December 11, at 9 am. The time between 9-10 am will be
for socializing and breakfast, and the meeting will run from 10-11:30 am. The consensus was that Compatriot
Zenk had identified an excellent location for our meetings, and once technological issues are resolved, Aurora
Borealis will be even better.
Compatriot Kovalenko led the SAR Recessional. Chaplain Richardson gave the Benediction. The Color Guard
retired the colors.
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The meeting was adjourned at 11:30 am.
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Compatriot Korn receiving his Flag Retirement Certificate.

Compatriot Korn and Wife Louise

WA State President Keith Weissinger (left) and WA
State National Trustee Viren Lemmer (above)
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Aurora Borealis

Thanks to the ongoing search for a new meeting place by Compatriot Tim Zenk we are finally in the position to
meet in person. The new facility located at 16708 Aurora Ave N (Around back) opens at 9 am with a breakfast
buffet available by 9:30. At 10 am the Seattle Chapter meeting will convene. The particulars for the meeting room
are:

Food & Beverage terms
• $12 per meal plus tax and gratuity
• Coffee, tea and soda
• No room charge
• Serve by 9:30

AV equipment and microphone is available for use by the chapter. Plenty of parking available
Thank you Tim! Great find and great job

Registrars Report
Genealogist’s Report: August 31, 2021 Chapter State National Approved
Processed Applications
0
0
6
9
Processed Supplemental Applications
0
0
5
4
Reinstatements
0
Transfer In
2
Inquiry
4
Applicant – Review
6
Application – Researching
1
Supplemental – Review
1
Supplemental – Researching
3
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Seattle Chapter Programs
Sons of the American Revolution
sites.google.com/a/wassar.info/seattlesar/
The Seattle Chapter of the Sons of the American Revolution is engaged in a variety of programs to
promote Patriotic, Educational, and Historical ideals from the American Revolution. Programs
include essay contests for high school students and Eagle Scouts, with scholarships awarded to the
winners; presentation of medals to college and high school ROTC cadets; poster contests for
elementary school students, American Revolution presentations to school students, presentation of
medals to public safety officials, Revolutionary War grave dedications, volunteer work with
veterans, presentation of Flag Certificates to deserving individuals, organizations, and schools, and
participate in historic battle site observances.

President
1st Vice President
2nd Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Genealogist/
Registrar
Historian
Chaplain
Trustee No. 1
Trustee No. 2
Needle News Editor
Photographer

2021 Seattle Chapter Officers
Grant Rauzi
grantrau@hotmail.com
Tim Zenk
tim@moleculeteam.com
Christian Ferrin
cdaf295@gmail.com
Stuart Webber
Stuart.g.Webber@gmail.com
George Hanson
ghanson@gharch.com
Neil Vernon
trdba@yahoo.com
Allan Wenzel
David Richardson
Neil Vernon
Stefan Kovalenko
Neil Vernon
TBD

stsporto@q.com
Dlr32543@comcast.net
trdba@yahoo.com
stefan@seattleSAR.org
trdba@yahoo.com

Revolution Birthdays

December 02, 1738
December 17/18, 1740
Maj Gen Richard Montgomery Col Return Jonathan Meigs
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December 24, 1745
Benjamin Rush

December 25, 1756
Simeon De Witt
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Revolution Events
in December

09 Dec 1775

16 Dec 1773

19 Dec 1777

26 Dec 1776

31 Dec 1775
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Battle of Great Bridge. In the area of Great Bridge, Virginia, early in the American

Revolutionary War. The victory by colonial Virginia militia forces led to the departure of
Royal Governor Lord Dunmore and any remaining vestiges of British power over the
Colony of Virginia during the early days of the conflict.
Boston Tea Party. An American political and mercantile protest by the Sons of Liberty in
Boston, Massachusetts. The target was the Tea Act of May 10, 1773, which allowed the
British East India Company to sell tea from China in American colonies without paying
taxes apart from those imposed by the Townshend Acts. The Sons of Liberty strongly
opposed the taxes in the Townshend Act as a violation of their rights. Protesters, some
disguised as American Indians, destroyed an entire shipment of tea sent by the East India
Company.
Army establishes Camp at Valley Forge. The six-month encampment of General
George Washington’s Continental Army at Valley Forge in the winter of 1777-1778 was a
major turning point in the American Revolutionary War. While conditions were
notoriously cold and harsh and provisions were in short supply, it was at the winter camp
where George Washington proved his mettle and, with the help of former Prussian
military officer Friedrich Wilhelm Baron von Steuben, transformed a battered Continental
Army into a unified, world-class fighting force capable of beating the British.
First Battle of Trenton. Was a small but pivotal American Revolutionary War battle that
took place in Trenton, New Jersey. After General George Washington’s crossing of the
Delaware River north of Trenton the previous night, Washington led the main body of the
Continental Army against Hessian auxiliaries garrisoned at Trenton. After a brief battle,
almost two-thirds of the Hessian force was captured, with negligible losses to the
Americans. The battle significantly boosted the Continental Army's waning morale, and
inspired re-enlistments.
Battle of Quebec. Was fought between American Continental Army forces and the
British defenders of Quebec City early in the American Revolutionary War. The battle was
the first major defeat of the war for the Americans, and it came with heavy losses.
General Richard Montgomery was killed, Benedict Arnold was wounded, and Daniel
Morgan and more than 400 men were taken prisoner. The city's garrison, a motley
assortment of regular troops and militia led by Quebec’s provincial governor, General Guy
Carleton, suffered a small number of casualties.
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A Little History
John Adams’s Love of Cider
By Jack Campbell

It is not exactly a secret that John Adams was a fan of
cider. The Massachusetts-born second President’s love of
the drink has been mentioned before. He famously had a
drink of it just about every morning. But just how did he
express this fondness? Obviously, there is no way to
quantify how much one person loves or enjoys something
like a type of drink. But a look at some of his letters can
give a really interesting perspective in understanding his
enjoyment of it.
Now, if a man is drinking the same drink every morning,
one can probably understand that he has some level of
attachment to it. And then when he writes, as young man,
that it is one of just five things that he needs in life to be
happy, then we really start to see that attachment being
manifested. Writing to his cousin and friend Zabdiel Adams in July 1763, a year before his marriage to
Abigail and just as the strife of the coming Revolution was beginning to bubble, Adams gave his attitude
about politics: “Give me Bacon, and Cyder, and Books and Girl and Friend, and I will frisk it.” Now,
this might come off as rather dramatic, not unusual when it comes to Adams, but it is nonetheless an
interesting and rather humorous example of the lengths he was willing to go to describe his feelings
toward the drink.
Also, these were not merely the melodramatic quips of a young man with a love for a certain drink. Fast
forward four decades, after Adams had experienced all of the trials and tribulations of his career and was
now retired at home in Massachusetts, and he was still professing his deep affection for this specific
drink. This time he also proclaimed its health benefits. In a letter written on February 13, 1805 to Dr.
Benjamin Waterhouse, physician and professor at Harvard, Adams wrote of his disappointment in
hearing from Waterhouse that cider was no longer being drunk at the same rate at the school as when he
went there. He went so far as to proclaim that “I fear the decay of Health at the University is owing to
the Use of Wine and Spirits instead of Cyder, at least as much as the consumption of Cigars.” He then
offered that “Rhenish or Rozelle Wine would be better for Us, than Sherry or Madeira: but Cider is
better than either.” He then said that aged cider was the only liquor he could drink at this point in his life
due to his health.
Four cultivars of apple (Malus pumila cv.): entire fruit. Coloured etching, c. 1820. (Welcome Collection)

Evidently Waterhouse’s lecture, which was primarily concerned with the health effects of tobacco, was
of interest enough to Adams that he felt the need to write Waterhouse about it again just six days later on
February 19, 1805, proclaiming that “When I wrote you a line of Acknowledgment for your Lecture
upon Tobacco, I kept no Copy of it, not expecting to ever hear anything more of it, and I really
remember very little that was in it.” This letter went into much more detail in discussing his opinions,
including his description of Tobacco as “a very dangerous Vegetable.” These opinions included a more
Needle News
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expanded discussion of cider, especially concerning his college days at Harvard. He wrote, “During the
four years that I passed at Colledge there was not a Single death among the Scollars: and I have always
believed that the almost universal healh [sic] among the Students, was to be ascribed next to early rising
and beef and mutton Pies at Commons, to the free Use of Cider and the very moderate use of Wine and
ardent Spirits.” So, not only did he think the lack of cider drinking at the contemporary Harvard
contributed to the school’s poor health, but he also believed that the use of it when he went contributed
to its previous overall good health.
The letter did not end there. He wrote of a “Cyder Clubb” that apparently existed at the school, though
he declined to join, and that he heard its members were remarkably healthy both while attending the
school and also in their later lives. He mentioned that “When our Barrells and Bottles in the Cellar were
empty, We used to Size it at the Buttery, and I never shall forget, how refreshing and salubrious We
found it hard as it often was.” When mentioning that “Many of the longest Livers and healthiest Men
that I have known” were cider drinkers, he used the long life of “the Reverend Mr Niles of Monatiquot”
as an example. Apparently, this reverend refused to drink any other spirits beside cider and lived to a
ripe old age, as did his son.
Adams also made clear to Waterhouse that this was not an opinion confined to New England. He said
that a Virginia doctor he had met “about Six Years ago” told him “that in thirty years practice in that
State he had invariably found, that those who drank Cyder, for their ordinary Beveredge were the most
healthy and the longest Livers, that those who drank Wine or ardent Spirits tempered with Water though
temperate Men were not so healthy and ended their days sooner.” In the mind of Adams, this was just
further confirmation of what he already thought: not only was cider his ideal drink in regard to taste and
enjoyment, but that it was absolutely better for his health when compared to other available drinks. And
Adams, after all, was a well-traveled man who had tasted some of the finest spirits the world had to
offer. But, as he said as he continued this letter, “I have, habitually drank the Wines of Spain France
Germany and holland in all their varieties diluted with Water and I have drank the mill Ports and Table
Beer of London in all their perfection, but I never found any of them agres so well with my health as the
Cyder of New England.” Just as he wrote as a young man that it was among the only things in life that
he needed, an older and well-traveled Adams still preferred cider to all the finest drinks in the world.
Adams concluded this letter with one more proclamation to Waterhouse. He wrote, “It Seems to me, Sir
that Nature has planted the Antidote near to the Poison, and that a kind Providence has ordered the
productions of the Earth to grow in a manner adapted to the Circumstances of the Clymate. And the
Cranberries, Barberries, Currents and Cyder of New England are better adapted to the health of the
Inhabitants than any other fruits.” So, while he may have used the Virginian doctor’s advice as evidence,
he still made his loyalties to New England clear in his defense of cider. Adams also knew how dramatic
he must have sounded, writing that Waterhouse was free to laugh with his friends over the letter. But his
point had been made and that was what mattered. For John Adams, cider was a drink that not only was
made to be enjoyed, but it had healing qualities that brought good health.
As he aged, his cider-drinking habit continued. In an 1819 letter to the physician Vine Utley, he wrote
that the only beverages he drank were cider, water, and lemonade. He also lamented in the letter that
while overseas in France and Holland he had to refrain from cider and beer as it was not available to
him. During that period he wrote to Abigail such things as “I would give Three Guineas for a Barrell of
your Cyder—not one drop is to be had here for Gold,” “What would I give for some of your Cyder?,”
and “Oh for a Bowl of your Punch, a Bottle of your Cyder, or something or other that is acid.”
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This availability issue continued in his later years. He often received cider as a gift, such as in 1819 from
the De Windt family or in 1821 from his relative Ward Nicholas Boylston. Boylston seems to have been
a regular supplier of cider to Adams; in 1822 he wrote somewhat humorously to Boylston, lamenting
that a shipment of cider from him had not yet arrived. The cider correspondence between the two
continued in Adams’s final years, as he thanked Boylston in an 1825 letter for a recent shipment that did
arrive. Just a few months before his death, Adams wrote Boylston in a letter dated April 13, 1826,
thanking him for more cider that he had sent and claiming that it “will last three of my lives.”
Unfortunately, though, for Adams, the end was near. He was less than two months away from his death
when he wrote a letter to Boylston on May 24, 1826 saying that “Your wine and cider are too rich
cordials for a Man ninety years of age. but I am not the less grateful to you for them.” It would appear
that the only thing that could keep John Adams from his beloved cider was age.
All of this is to say that there was more John Adams than the portraits, papers, and artifacts that he left
behind. It can be easy to forget the humanity of these historical figures so long after they died. But they
were incredibly human, with likes and dislikes, and tastes all their own. In the case of John Adams, that
was a taste that was quite fond of a drink of cider.

Color Guard Corner
Date
Dec 4, 2021

Event
Anacortes Christmas Parade

Dec 18, 2021

Wreaths Across America, Lakeview,
Seattle
DAR Winter Board Meeting, SeaTac
President’s Day, UW Campus

Jan 22, 2022
Feb 21, 2022

Color Guard Confirmed
Neil Vernon, Robert Korn, Kenny
Marshall
Neil Vernon, Robert Korn, James
Blanton
Neil Vernon
Neil Vernon

Communications have been sent out to the Schools to see whether there are opportunities this School year.
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Wreaths Across America
REMEMBER the Fallen. . .
HONOR those who Serve. . .
TEACH our children the
value of Freedom.
Welcome to the Seattle
Chapter SAR (WA0063)'s
Wreaths Across America
Page.
On December 18 at 11:00
am, 2021, Seattle Chapter
SAR (WA0063) will be
helping Lake View Cemetery
to Remember and Honor
our veterans by laying
Remembrance wreaths on
the graves of our country's
fallen heroes.
Please help us honor and
remember as many fallen
heroes as possible by
sponsoring remembrance
wreaths, volunteering on
Wreaths Day, or inviting
your family and friends to
attend with you.
Thank you so much for
supporting the Seattle
Chapter SAR (WA0063) and
Wreaths Across America!
Results 2021 SO FAR
133 Wreaths Sponsored
25.3% to Goal
392 To Go!
51% of the goal as of Friday, taking the total to 200.
Scan the QR code to the right with your smart phone camera to make a
donation online or visit www.wreathacrossamerica.org/WA0063.
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2022 State Conference
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Watch your email "in baskets" for an opportunity to win some Revolutionary prizes during our upcoming CALL
TO ARMS RAFFLE! All proceeds will support our 2022 WASSAR Annual Meeting!

2022 Washington SAR Society Meeting

CALL TO ARMS RAFFLE
FOUR WAYS TO WIN!!!

Tickets just $25 each – Contact Seattle Treasurer George Hanson for Tickets

*Grand Prize (3 Items):

1766 Charleville Marine & Navy Replica Musket

Antique Powder Horn

Certified Yorktown Battlefield Musket Ball

*PLUS … 3 Additional Drawings with your ticket:

A Tricorn Hat

1776 Flag Art

1 Year’s Paid SAR Membership

Tickets available through WSSAR Chapter Presidents and State Society Officers. Drawing 04/09/2022
Questions: Contact Jeff Lightburn, Ft. Vancouver Chapter-- jclightburn@gmail.com
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2022 Congress

Gentlemen,
Good afternoon. I am happy to announce that you may start registering for Hotel Rooms at Congress in
Savannah, GA for Jul 10-15 2022.
Please remember that the Congress dates have slipped one day because of the contract with the hotel.
EXCOM/SAR Foundation will be on Saturday, 9 July
Tours and Host Reception will be on Sunday 10 July
Memorial Service, First Ladies Tea, Rumbaugh Orations will be on Monday 11 July
Opening Ceremony, Youth Luncheon, and Award Night will be on Tuesday 12 July
Ladies Luncheon and PGs Banquet will be on Wednesday, 13 July
Last tour and Installation Banquet will be on Thursday, 14 July
EXCOM/SAR Foundation will be on Friday, 15 July
The link for the on line reservations is: https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/group-booking/SAVRS/G-NSSA
Hyatt Regency Hotels do a centralized reservations number so make sure when you call you specify that it is for
the Hyatt Regency Savannah,
Use the Group Code G-NSSA
Phone number is 877-803-7534.
If you have any problems with the reservations please contact me with the issue. I will work them as I can.
Thank you and see you in GA.
Paul Callanan
NSSAR National Planning Chair

Compatriots,
A special opportunity has come about in conjunction with the 2022 Congress. On July 4, 2022 at the Atlanta
Braves Game the SAR has been requested to provide at 50 gun salute. Time to get the Black Powder ready if you
are interested in attending Congress, head over a little early!
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